Optimized Backstepping for Tracking Control of Strict-Feedback Systems.
In this paper, a control technique named optimized backstepping is first proposed by implementing tracking control for a class of strict-feedback systems, which considers optimization as a design philosophy of the high-order system control. The basic idea is that designing the actual and virtual controls of backstepping is the optimized solutions of the corresponding subsystems so that overall control of the high-order system is optimized. In general, optimization control is designed based on the solution of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, but solving the equation is very difficult due to the inherent nonlinearity and intractability. In order to overcome the difficulty, the neural network (NN)-based reinforcement learning strategy of actor-critic architecture is used. In every backstepping step, the actor and critic NNs are constructed for executing control behavior and evaluating control performance, respectively. According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, it is proven that the desired control performance can be obtained. Finally, a simulation example is carried out to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control approach.